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All eight of the blood-moon Tetrads since the birth of Christ have been tied to covenant Israel. The unusual 
black-sun (a total solar eclipse) of March 20, 2015 preceded the third blood-moon of the 2014-15 Tetrad, doing 
so on Passover. This black sun was the chiastic center of the 2015 Sabbatical Year of Release. It also marked 
Israel’s “Sacred New Year,” and occurred on both the New Moon and the Spring Equinox that year. These five 
combined traits, including its centrality within the four blood-moons of the last blood-moon Tetrad for some 500 
years draws special attention to it. Isaiah’s "covenant of death" (Isa. 18:17-19) appears to be tied to this ominous 
black sun, a covenant made anciently and again today. 
  

 
 
Scripture reveals only two covenant lands for the gathering of God's people, one in the east and one in the west, 
one for Judah (and Benjamin) in the Middle East, and one for Joseph (Manasseh and Ephraim) in America. 
Judah and Joseph are two primary covenant tribes. Judah is tied to Kingship, and Joseph to Priesthood. This is 
seen in the patriarchal blessings pronounced upon them their father Jacob (renamed “Israel” by God) in Genesis 
49. The heavens mark these two lands in the last-days in connection with events tied to the Father's fulfillment 
of His eternal covenant. When those in the bloodline of these chosen tribes listen and obey there is peace, 
prosperity, and protection for them on both covenant lands. When they don't, there is judgment, typically seen in 
war, invasion, and captivity, their covenant lands lost, at least for a time, until they return to the Lord and repent. 
 
Covenant Land for Judah Enclosed by Four Eclipse Pathways                
 
Four total solar eclipses (“black suns”) from 1999 to 2034 enclose the land God gave Abraham and his posterity 
as an eternal inheritance (see illustration next page). Speaking to Abraham, the Lord stated, “To your 
descendants I have given this land, from the river of Egypt to the great river–the River Euphrates" (Genesis 
15:18). Later, through the Prophet Joel, the Lord addressed the dividing up of these covenant lands in the last-
days. The United Nations, including the United States has been part of "land for peace" negotiations, a dividing 
up of the land God decreed to Israel forever. He stated, “For behold, in those days and at that time, When I bring 
back the captives of Judah and Jerusalem, I will also gather all nations, And bring them down to the Valley of 
Jehoshaphat; And I will enter into judgment with them there On account of My people, My heritage Israel, 
Whom they have scattered among the nations; They have also divided up My land" (Joel 3:1-2, italics added). 
God will not allow this land to be continually divided up among the unworthy. The chiastic center of the four 
black suns in 2016 may be tied to the date of God’s judgment on those nations dividing up the covenant land of 
Israel, when all nations will be brought down into the Valley of Jehoshaphat to battle her. 
 
It was at the United Nations building in New York City that Israel was declared an independent state and 
granted a homeland in 1947, where the ancient covenant people of Judah could once again gather to their 
covenant land after 2000 years of dispersion throughout the world. Since then, this plan has continually been 
modified, infringing upon God's decree to Abraham and his posterity, His Abrahamic Covenant, that it would 
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remain theirs alone forever. Negotiators from various nations, including our own, have pushed for Israel to give 
up more of her covenant land in the interest of peace. It appears that in 2016-17, 70 years after the State of Israel 
was created, modern land deals for peace may reach an end, as God’s protective hands will eventually come to 
Israel's aid in defeating those desperate to take her lands and eliminate her people (see Ezekiel 38-39 and Psalm 
83). It is at this special point in time, at the end of 2016 and the start of 2017, at the civil New Year on Rosh 
Hashanah (the fall equinox), that Daniel's 70th week of years may begin, perhaps the start of 7 years of great 
"tribulation" continuing through 2024. Both of these years (2017 and 2024), some 7 years apart, also feature 
total solar eclipses of note, the later one a unique bulls-eye over the covenant land of America in the west.  
 

 
 

Four black sun (or total solar eclipse) pathways occur on Aug. 11 - 1999, Mar. 29 - 2006, Aug. 2 - 2027 and 
Mar. 20 - 2034. Note the spacing of 7 years on either side of the 19-year Metonic moon cycle. The chiastic 

center point of all four black suns is Nov. 29th of 2016. The height of the Great Pyramid is 5776 inches, 
equivalent to the Hebrew Year 5776 or 2016 AD. God has drawn a border around His people Judah and their 

promised covenant land with the four black suns, pinpointing 2016 as a culminating date. The New World Order 
will not be allowed to further divide the land God has decreed to Abraham and his posterity.  

 
Modern-day Renewal of Isaiah's Covenant with Death 

Isaiah spoke of a "covenant of death" in chapter 18:17-19. It originally was tied to self-deception. Isaiah points 
out that both ancient and modern Israel deceive themselves through pride and self-righteousness in thinking that 
judgment will not come upon them because they are God's people. Ancient Israel believed God would protect 
them because of favored status. This lie was their "covenant with death" (Isaiah 18:17-19). The rapid decent of 
our country into corruption, idolatry, and moral depravity is the modern version of this same covenant with 
death. The Supreme Court decision of June 26, 2015 redefining "marriage" forced all fifty states to marry same-
sex couples. It is the latest and most serious example of why judgment is coming upon our covenant land. All is 
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not well. Judgment is coming. Our corrupt leaders have made a covenant with death in connection with the 
abomination leading to desolation, another definition for death.  

Obama's Deal with the King of Persia               In the Bible, evil Haman made a covenant with the king of Persia 
(Iran) that was to result in the death of all Jews in his region. This covenant was made on the 13th day of the 
first month of Nissan (Jewish calendar, our April 2nd in 2015). Esther 3:12 states: “Then the kings scribes were 
called on the 13th day of the first month (Nissan) and a decree was written according to all that Haman 
commanded.” The deal gave the Persian people freedom to annihilate Jews throughout their land. President 
Obama and the king of Persia (Iran) made a similar deal on this same day - Nisan 13 - in 2015 (our April 2). 
This deal allows Iran (Persia) to build nuclear facilities, which will lead to nuclear weapons capable of 
annihilating all Jews in Israel. Days later on April 13, Russian President Vladamir Putin signed a deal with Iran 
to deliver the Russian S-300 anti-aircraft missile system sometime later in 2015. This will make an attack on 
Iran's nuclear capability practically impossible, even with US stealth technology. Some believe this deal may 
motivate Israel to strike Iran and Isis (in Damascus) first, starting World War III (2 Ne. 25:7). Fortunately, 
Esther served as a female deliverer for Israel anciently. She and her people fasted and prayed for three days to 
avert this evil. Their deliverance by God is now celebrated annually as the modern Holy Day Purim.  

Pres. Obama’s modern nuclear deal with Iran (ancient Persia), a terrorist nation centered on destroying Israel, 
may be tied to the black sun of March 20th preceding it, as well as the later blood-moon of April 4th which 
followed the signing of this modern "covenant of death." The ominous, blood-moon followed the negotiations 
two days later. Pres. Obama bragged about them on his Passover-eve visit to Utah. His actions have been and 
continue to be distinctly pro-Islamic.1 He has turned his back on Israel, some associating him with “Haman” in 
Esther's story. Others tie him to the powerful Pharaoh of ancient Egypt at the time of Isaiah. He was a non-
native black Pharoah that began oppressing the Israelites. God states that any nation oppressing Israel will be 
judged by Him (see Isa. 60:12, 10:5-12; Psalm 110:5-6). Note the following five connections to blood in 
connection with the Passover blood-moon of April 4, 2015: (1) The Hebrew word for “blood” has a numeric 
value of 44; (2) The blood-moon occurred on 4/4 (April 4th); (3) Pres. Obama is our 44th President, signing a 
covenant with the leader of Iran potentially leading to blood in Israel, and doing so on the same day on the 
Hebrew calendar (Nisan 13) that Haman signed the agreement with the King of Persia anciently (Iran today). It 
was a deal to annihilate all Jews in their region; (4) The Passover blood on the doorposts anciently is tied to the 
4th letter of the Hebrew alphabet Dalet, in connection with “Mortality"; And (5) Some suggest this blood-moon 
was the shortest of the 21st century, one calculation suggesting it was 4 minutes and 44 seconds long. 

2 Crossing Comets         Another tie to Nisan 13 and "the Covenant of Death" is the intersecting pathway of two 
comets in 1996 and 1997. They create an "X" at the star Algol in the head of Medusa, exactly one year apart on 

Nisan 13 (April 11, both 
years). The first was 
Hyakutake in 1996 (red 
line), and then Hale-Bopp 
in 1997 (blue line). Their 
intersection occurs at the 
right eye of the head, 
named Algol (or Rosh ha 
Satan, Hebrew for "Satan's 
head"). It is in the 
constellation Perseus, a 
mighty prince who was the 
son of Zeus (a type for 
Christ as the Son of God). 
The comet's intersecting 
paths are exactly one year 
apart, creating a "bulls-
eye" at the right eye of 
Satan's head. This marker 	  
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appears to suggest that he will eventually be defeated by Perseus or Christ, who is aided in the last-days by His 
son, a Isaiah’s “Servant” who is sent into the vineyard. He will soon "awake and arise" into his mission. 

Crossing Black Sun on the Covenant Land of Joseph (Manasseh and Ephraim)            Two ominous black 
suns (total solar eclipses) create another X as they move across the United States. The first of these, darkening 
all of North America), occurs on August 21st of 2017. This is one month before Rosh Hashanah, the Holy Day 
tied to “judgment.” It moves from the northwest to the southeast, and is a dark omen of coming judgment upon 
spiritual Egypt and Babylon, modern-day America. The second black sun (6.5 years later) occurs on April 4th of 
2024, moving in the opposite direction, from the northeast to the southwest. The opposing black suns intersect in 
southern Illinois, an area not far from the land of 3 Nephi 3-6, tied to events of judgment there just before Christ 
returned to the more righteous people at the rebuilt temple of Bountiful. 
 
The two crossing black suns create 
another bulls eye - balancing the defeat 
of Satan in the two comets addressed 
earlier - with the later establishment of 
God's kingdom in this western, 
Promised Land. This event appears to 
be tied geographically to three 
important settings associated with the 
southern Illinois area. It may be near; 
(1) the ancient Garden of Eden site, (2) 
the setting for the future New Jerusalem 
and its temple, and (3) the Temple at 
Bountiful where Christ came to the 
people of 3 Nephi in the Book of 
Mormon after great judgments occurred. 
 
The area of intersection of the black suns is the setting of some 40 ancient Hopewell fortresses, potentially tied 
to the Nephites of 3rd Nephi, who were told to surrender themselves, their lands and possessions to Giddianhi, 
leader of the Gadiantons (3 Ne. 2-9). The Nephite leader Lachoneus appointed Gidgiddoni as chief captain of 
the Nephite armies. He had all Nephites gather to the center of the land around Zarahemla and Bountiful (site of 
the temple) to defend themselves.  
 

 
 

The black sun or total solar eclipse moves across the entire U.S. on August 21st of 2017, one month prior to the 
appearance of John’s Revelation 12 sign. The eclipse is at zenith - 1:10 pm - near Adam-ondi-Ahman. At left we see the 
ominous pathway on the black sun and the area where it is centered at Zenith. At right we see the positioning of the total 

solar eclipse of the sun by the moon, very near Regulus (the king star) in Leo the lion (the king constellation). 
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They had seven years of supplies stored. Northwest of these 40 forts is the current Nauvoo Temple setting, 
which is not far from the setting for the ancient temple at Bountiful in 3 Nephi. It was there, after war, 
tribulation, and earthquakes, and the later rebuilding and re-dedication of the temple, that Christ came to His 
people on this the Promised Covenant Land in the fall of 34 AD (3 Ne. 10:18). 	  	  
	  
The 2017 black sun peaks near the setting of the Garden of Eden at the sun's zenith (near noon), doing so 
between Independence Missouri to the south and Galatin (near Adam-ondi-Ahman) to the north (below). The 
larger dark shadow of the black sun covers all of North America (including Canada) as it moves west to east. It 
signals judgment upon the United States and Canada (Egypt and Cush in Isaiah). Thirty days after this ominous 
dark sign is Rosh Hashanah, marking the appearance of John's Revelation 12 sign in the heavens. It appears to 
be tied to the potential rising up as the Davidic Servant into his important last-days mission. The Lord tells him 
to "awake and arise" in Isaiah 51:9. His helpers include the 144,000, also told to awaken in the next chapter. 
 

 
 
The August 21, 2017 total solar eclipse or black sun has a shadow covering all of North America including Canada (above 

left). It moves from the northwest to the southeast. The red dot at left is the central area of the shadow illustrated in the 
image at right. The central portion of the eclipse shadow is some 70 miles across, and covers the area between Adam-ondi-
Ahman north (left red dot) and Independence Missouri south (right red dot) at about 1:10 pm, when the eclipse is at Zenith 

there. This area is associated with New Jerusalem in the latter-days, with the Garden of Eden anciently, and with the 
rebuilt and rededicated Nephite Temple of Bountiful to the northwest, where Christ visited the remaining people at the 

temple after the great judgments upon the earth in the Book of Mormon (see 3rd Nephi). The story of the believing Nephites 
gathered to the center of the land for protection from the Gadianton robbers is the story of a people trusting in the Lord, 

 a type for similar events that may occur in our day. 
 
Is there a connection between the 2024 date, the crossing point of the two black suns, and the return of our 
Lord? If we move the 7 years of “Jacob’s Trouble” (thought to start at the end of the Sabbatical Year of 
"release" in 2015 - and continuing through 2022), to two years further into the future, from 2017 to 24, this 
provides humanity 9 periods (the judgment/creation number) of repentance (7 x 70) or 490 years to prepare to 
meet God at His second coming - from the end of the last great judgment via water in the flood (around 2348 
BC), to judgment in His presence return with fire, perhaps sometime between 2024 - 2036 AD.  
 
Three Witnesses for 2016            Returning to the covenant land for Judah, note that the date of Nov. 29, 2016 is 
the chiastic center point of the four total solar eclipse pathways - the path of totality for each of the four eclipses 
(see illustration). This date marks the 69th anniversary of the UN’s 1947 declaration for the establishment of 
Israel as a nation. Today the UN is trying to divide up covenant land against God's decree. The year 2016 is also 
marked by the height of the Great Pyramid, which is 5776 inches to the top of the missing capstone (the Hebrew 
year 5776 is 2016). In addition, the year 2016 is an important “Jubilee Year” of “Restoration” for all Israel. 
 
At the end of this special year and the start of the next year on New Year’s day - Rosh Hashanah of 2017 – is 
marked 70 years from the 1947, the year date for the establishment of modern Israel as a nation by the UN. In 
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scripture 70 years is one definition for a "generation." Rosh Hashanah of 2017 also marks 120 years from the 
founding date of Israel anciently, when Joshua and the Israelites crossed over the Jordan River entering the 
Promised Land. Rosh Hashanah of 2017 is also 100 years since the Balfour Declaration, and 50 years since the 
Six Days War, when the capital city of Jerusalem was recaptured. 
 
Note also that from November 29, 1947 (the date of the UN’s original Partition Plan) to November 25, 2016 is 
25,200 days (the sacred cubit in scripture is 25.20 inches, see Space-Time Correspondence below). Note too that 
70 prophetic years (of 360 days each) equals 25,200 days (or 69 solar years). Four more days takes us to Nov. 
29, 2016, the chiastic center point in time of the 4 black sun pathways surrounding the covenant land of Israel - 
and the UN signing date for the declaration to once again establish the land of Israel. If from November 25, 
2016 we count backward 5,555 days we arrive at September 11 of 2001, when the hedge or wall around 
America was first breached in the 911 attack on the Twin Towers in New York City. Is their significance tied to 
the four 5's of 5555. The number 5 is tied to Christ's "grace" throughout scripture, in association with covenants 
made with God. They result in life and eternal life for righteous believers. Covenant relationships are cemented 
with the 5 fingers of two hands in a covenant relationship. In ancient Egypt the number 5 was supremely 
important. The Washington Monument in Washington D.C. is based on the Egyptian obelisk. It is 555.5 feet 
high (or 6,660 inches tall). This monument is 5,133 nautical miles from where the ancient temples in Jerusalem 
were positioned (666 x 77 = 5133). The Washington Monument has ties to the modern idolatry of this land, a 
land whose ways today encourage us to depart from God. 
 
Jonathan Cahn reminded us that George Washington and other "fathers" of our nation made a covenant with 
God at a small church near ground zero of the 911 attack in New York City (the capital of the nation at that 
time). That church is very close to where the attack on the World Trade Center occurred. New York City is also 
the meeting place of the UN (United Nations) and the original declaration for Israel to be created in 1947. Few 
realize that New York City and America in general have become the center of modern Egypt and Babylon in the 
last-days, exporting our materialism, idolatry, and immorality throughout the world. The landmarks of the Statue 
of Liberty and the Washington Monument are signposts for this idolatry, one at the harbor of world trade, the 
other at the center of governance and war. God's hedge or wall of protection for our nation was breached in 2001 
with the 911 Attack, a warning that we are in need of repentance. A second wall was entirely removed on June 
26th of 2015, when the Supreme Court of our land redefined God's most basic covenant, that of marriage 
between a man and woman. Marriage was one of the first ordinances on earth, conducted by God Himself in the 
Garden of Eden for Adam and Eve. It was instituted before they left the Garden and before they participated in 
other ordinances, like sacrifice. Judgment is now set upon this once great nation. We have been weighed and 
measured and found wanting.  
 
Space-Time Correspondences as Prophecy             
 
In addition to these heaven-sent witnesses of note, there are also a number of notable correspondences between 
sacred space and sacred time providing us light. David Flynn in his book Temple at the Center of Time has 
documented many of these. Some of his light is tied to prophecy for our day, helping us to see the great majesty 
of God in these and other details, and our need to return to Him and repent. Sir Isaac Newton and Albert 
Einstein, two of the world's greatest scientists, studied the relationship of space, time, and light. Newton was a 
believing, dedicated Christian who wrote extensively about the last-days. Two-thirds of his research and writing 
were of a deeply religious nature. He used his expertise in sacred Biblical measure (numbers tied to space) as a 
type of last-days prophecy - in connection with time. He used the spatial measure of sacred architecture (in 
Solomon's Temple and the Great Pyramid, for example) to suggest future dates in time of significance. Newton 
took the phrases in Daniel's interpretation of God's "writing on the wall" to king Belshazzar (Daniel 5) and 
converted them to measures. The result was the sacred cubit, which is 25.20 inches, the measure of God's arm, 
from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger, plus a hands-breadth (see Ezek. 40:5). This number provided an 
important creation "key" that opened much understanding for him. God's voice and arm are used for both 
creation and judgment (destruction).  
 
King Balshazzar of Babylon was judged in God's balances in the Daniel 5 story. He was weighed, measured, 
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and found wanting. He was killed that night by a foreign invading army, his kingdom taken from him. The 
Israelites were then held captive in Babylon for 70 years, eventually freed by Cyrus. Thereafter the Israelites 
returned to their covenant land, building another temple, that of Zerubabbel. 
 
Additional Related Prophetic Numbers  

There is 40 days from the total solar eclipse of Aug. 21 of 2017 to the Day of Atonement in 2017 (Sept. 30), 
thought to be judgment day - "the day of the Lord" for America and the world. It may begin Daniel's 70th week 
of years, the 7 years of great tribulation addressed in the important prophetic books of Daniel, Isaiah, and 
Revelation. Seven prophetic years in scripture is 2520 days. Daniel's 70th week (of years) are the 2520 days 
prior to Christ's return. Many believe this 7 year period begins with judgment on Bablyon (the United States) as 
marked by the sacrificial blood of the Day of Atonement. This special day occurs on Sept. 30 of 2017.  

These 40 days are tied to the need for repentance - those prior to "the day of the Lord" - His judgment. This 40-
day repentance period was called "Teshuvah" in ancient Israel. When we look up to view where this important 
last-days eclipse occurs, we see that it is right at Regulus (the b right king star) in the right shoulder of Leo the 
lion (the king constellation), signifying that it is the judgment decreed by Christ as the King of kings.  

Working backwards 700 days from the start day of the 40-day repentance period known as Teshuvah (Elul 1) in 
2017, we arrive at the Holy Day known as the Day of Atonement in 2015 - the day of blood. Note that there is 
2520 days from the Day of Atonement in 2015 (Yom Kippur) to June 7, 1967 when Israel won back the Temple 
Mount and the capital city Jerusalem in the Six Days War. This is also 49 prophetic years (each 360 days).  

 

At Rosh Hashanah (the fall equinox, Sept. 21st) of 2017 (the civil New Year's Day), there is a 10-day 
countdown to the Day of Atonement. Two days after Rosh Hashanah (Sept. 23), John's important Revelation 12 
sign appears in the heavens. John's last-days configuration of the sun, the moon, and 12 "stars" in association 
with the constellation Virgo is an important birth marker (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXxVwpcXV0U). It 
marks the coming forth of an important "man child" who will help deliver the righteous from great trouble in the 
last-days. He also helps deliver the "woman", meaning he helps establish the kingdom of God in the last-days. 
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Too many mistake this event as the return of Christ. He comes later, after the earth is first cleansed. This author 
believes the "man child" of John's Revelation is Isaiah's Davidic Servant. He prepares the way before our Lord, 
doing so in the pattern of other deliverers in scripture, like David, Moses, Joshua, Cyrus, Hezekiah, and Joseph 
of Egypt. Only those who have diligently searched Isaiah are familiar with the concept of the last-days Servant. 
Joseph Smith may have identified him and his three-part mission (1. to serve as the Lord's "Elias", 2. to "gather 
all Israel," and 3. to "restore all things", see D&C 77:9 & 14). John's Revelation 12 birth sign thus marks the 
coming forth of two things; (1) the rising up of the Lord's Servant (prior to His return), and (2) the establishment 
of the kingdom of God in the last-days.  

Note that Sept. 23 of 2017 (two days after Rosh Hashanah) comes 1,260 days after the first blood-moon of the 
2014-15 Tetrad, the one on April 15 of 2014. This 1260 day period is also known in scripture as 3.5 years, 42 
months, and "time, times, and a half of time". This period of time is half of 7 prophetic years of 360 days each 
or 2520 total days, and is symbolically associated with hope in "the limitation of Satan's power." Our Lord and 
His last-days Servant limit his power, eventually defeating him. Few study Isaiah, thus they are not aware of 
him or his mission as part of God's overall plan to redeem Israel east and west. 

 

On November 13, 2017, Jupiter (the King planet) emerges from the body of Virgo (the virgin constellation), 
having been within her in retrograde motion for 294 days or about 42 weeks (a human gestation period). After 
emergence from her, Jupiter is joins Venus in conjunction. This is 444 days after their previous conjunction on 
August 27, 2016, one marking Jupiter’s entry into Virgo. If November 13, 2017 marks the beginning of a 
significant spiritual return for all Israel, then 6 days later (Nov. 19) may mark the specific beginning of Daniel's 
70th week, accomplished by counting 2,520 (7 x 360) days back from the Day of Atonement in 2024. Jesus 
warned Israel of the Antichrist by identifying the time of the Abomination of Desolation that will occur in the 
middle of Daniel's 70th Week. Sixty days prior to the start of the 2,520-day period (7 years) we may see the 
fulfillment of Psalm 83 and Ezekiel 38-39, the time God rescues Israel from a terrible war there. 

Note the following two scriptures relative to John's Revelation 12 sign (above): 
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"And there appeared a great sign in heaven, in the likeness of things on the earth; a woman [Virgo] clothed with 
the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars [the 9 stars of Leo and the 3 
planets aligned beneath them]. And the woman being with child, cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be 
delivered. And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron; and her child was 
caught up unto God and his throne. And there appeared another sign in heaven; and behold, a great red dragon, 
having seven heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads. And his tail drew the third part of the stars 
of heaven, and did cast them to the earth. And the dragon stood before the woman which was delivered, ready to 
devour her child after it was born. And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she had a place prepared of 
God, that they should feed her there a thousand two hundred and threescore years" (JST Rev. 12:1-5). 
 
The Prophet Micah appears to tie this sign to the Servant spoken of in Isaiah and other scriptures. He prepares 
the way before the Master. He sates: 
 
“But you Bethlehem Ephrathah, though you are small among the clans of Judah, out of you will come one for 
me [future tense, Christ], one who will be ruler over Israel, whose origins are from of old from ancient times. 
Therefore he will abandon them until the time when she who is in labor gives birth and the rest of his brothers 
return to join the children of Israel [Revelation 12]. And he [the last-days Servant] will stand and lead his flock 
in the strength of the Lord, in the majesty of the name of the Lord his God. And they will live securely for then 
his greatness will reach to the ends of the earth. And he will be their peace. When the Assyrian invades our land 
and marches through our fortresses, we will raise against him seven shepherds, even eight leaders of men. They 
will crush the land of Assyria with the sword, the land of Nimrod with drawn sword. He [the Servant, with 
Christ's help] will deliver us from the Assyrian when he invades our land and marches into our borders”  (Micah 
5:2-6, Robert Smith re-translation).  
 
Explanation       Like most scriptures dealing with the last-days Davidic Servant, most assume this servant is the 
Savior, here because Christ was born in Bethlehem. The Savior grew up in Nazareth, however. He is called 
Jesus of Nazareth repeatedly in scripture, and never referred to as coming from Bethlehem, a city reserved for 
David and others of the royal patriarchal line of David. This is what is meant by his “origins are from of old 
from ancient times” - Bethlehem. The woman in labor (the church or Kingdom of God in the last days) gives 
birth to “man-child” - the last-days Servant (JST Revelation 12:1-5). The great dragon (Satan and his followers) 
is waiting to kill him when he appears. The coming tribulation is the labor of the woman – thought to be the 
invasion of this land and others by the king of Assyria, who invades from the north. At the end of the tribulation 
period the Davidic Servant will arise and deliver the captives of Israel, destroying the king of Assyria in a last-
days re-enactment of David and Goliath. He and the seven “shepherds” will then become a threshing sledge and 
they, along with the “young lions” of 3 Nephi 21:12-13, will thresh out the Lord’s harvest, destroying the 
nations who fight against Zion. This is the “consumption” decreed by the Lord upon them in Isaiah 10:16-19. 

Most Christians who aware of the Revelation 12 birth sign in 2017 believe it is a marker for Christ's return. This 
author believes instead that he is the "man child" of Revelation 12, a translated "man," rising up as the Lord's 
last-days Servant. He is led by Christ, preparing the way before the Master returns to a cleansed, terrestrial earth 
(see D&C 77:9&14 and the author's book, Awake and Arise). 
  
Final Note         On an historic day tied to judgment in ancient Israel - th 9th of Av in 2024 (the day Solomon's 
Temple and Herod's Temple were both destroyed), Jupiter will be in conjunction with Mars, both positioned in-
between the horns of Taurus (the great bull constellation). The Hebrew name for Taurus is Shur, meaning both 
"coming" and "ruling." This appears to be a better, later marker for the coming Judge and King of kings Jesus 
Christ. He will return with His congregation of chosen ones, those of the church of the Firstborn. Taurus has 
within it, the constellation of 7 stars known as "the Pleiades" (the congregation of governing ones in the 
shoulder of Taurus). Note also that in Hebrew Mars or Ma’adim means the "Adam, the Red One" or "the Son of 
Man." This day may mark 60 more days in the Tribulation (of 2520 total days, or 7 years of 360 prophetic days 
each). After this we may see stars falling from the sky and the moon and sun being darkened by the effects of 
worldwide war, pollutions, and natural disasters, the signs of Matthew 24. 
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     "Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her  
     light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken: And then shall  
     appear the sign of the Son of Man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall  
     see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory" (Matthew 24: 29-30).  
 
The question is, which of at least four scriptural "visitations" by our Lord, is this one addressed previously? Is it 
(1) His private appearance at Adam-ondi-Ahman, (2) the one at the New Jerusalem Temple, (3) another in old 
Jerusalem where He sets foot on the Mount of Olives, or (4) the one where He comes in clouds of Glory, taking 
the righteous with Him, before the earth is burned by consuming fire? Some believe there are 7 years separating 
each of these four appearances, the first around 2017, the last around 2036. 
 

 
 

Geometry at the Great Pyramid serves as a second witness for the Rosh Hashanah "birth" or "rising up" date in 2017. This 
includes the alignment of the apex of the structure on this date with the Al Nitak (meaning "the wounded one") in the 

Constellation Orion (meaning "the hunter"), and with select heavenly bodies with the ascending and descending 
passageways of the structure, all on this date. 

 
Other Celestial Signs tied to 2017 and their Supportive Numbers  
 
There are 360 days (1 prophetic year) from a very close conjunction of Jupiter and Venus (.06 degrees apart) on 
Aug. 27 of 2016 to the important total solar eclipse (at Regulus in Leo) moving across the entire U.S. on August 
21st of 2017.  

There are 666 days from the Oct. 25 conjunction of Jupiter and Venus (.3 degrees apart) to this same total solar 
eclipse (at Regulus in Leo). Since the rebirth of Israel in 1948, no other total solar eclipse occurs next to Regulus 
(right shoulder star of the King). Anciently it kicked off a Season of Repentance known as Teshuvah, prior to 
"the Day of the Lord." 
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There are 700 days from the Oct. 25 Jupiter-Venus conjunction date (.3 degrees apart) to August 23 of 2017, the 
day John's Revelation 12 sign appears in the heavens (with a strong second witness of four significant 
alignments in the Great Pyramid for this date). 

There is 777 days from a grouping of Mercury and Jupiter near Regulus in Leo on August 7th of the 2015 to 
Rosh Hashanah (Sept. 21) of 2017. Note that it was also 777 days from the end of the Lebanon War of 2006 
(Aug. 14, 2006) until the Stock Market drop of 777 points on September 29, 2008–just prior to the Feast of 
Trumpets. 

Note that 40 prophetic years of 360 days each equals 14,400 days. 
 
From the July 1st conjunction of Jupiter and Venus in Leo in 2015 (less than 1 degree apart) to Rosh Hashanah 
of 2017 is 814 days. This is equal to 7 solar years divided by Pi (or 814). A total of 7 solar years equals 2,556 
days (versus 2520 prophetic years). For more on numbers and measures and in connection with prophecy, see 
Lost Wisdom, Val Brinkerhoff, www.digitalegend.com, Temple at the Center of Time, The David Flynn 
Collection, Defender, and  www.watchfortheday.org Daniel Matson  
 
End Notes 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1Pres. Obama's Pro-Islam Stance        Candidate Barak Hussein Obama claimed Christianity as his faith during the 2008 election. His 
actions since then do not support this. In Isaiah's day, ancient Egypt (descending America today) had a non-native, black Pharaoh ruling 
their land., oppressing Jews. It is no different today. Videotaped statements by Pres. Obama reveal he claims Islam as his faith. It is his 
background (see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tKMiRxnRN4). He has been in a position to help, hurt, or ignore Israel in attacks 
on them by surrounding Islamic nations and extremists. Note the events below tied to his anti-Jew and Christian, pro-Islamic stance.    
     1. His first interview as President was granted to Al Arabia, a Saudi network, not an American news network.  
     2. On April 1st of 2009, President Barak Hussein Obama bowed to king Abdullah of Saudi Arabia. He did not bow to Queen Elizabeth  
         on a visit to her in England.  
     3. On April 6th of 2009, President Obama declared to the world that the United States was no longer a Christian nation. 
     4. Three days later on June 4th, Pres. Obama spoke at Cairo University to Islamic extremists around the world, and specifically to the  
         Muslim Brotherhood carefully positioned on the front row of an Egyptian auditorium. He was introduced using his rarely invoked  
         middle name “Hussein.” He then quoted what he repeatedly calls “the holy  Qur’an,” stating, “America has a common cause with  
         Islam…and will never be at war with the faith.” See #9.  
     5. Pres. Obama eliminated the Christian "day of prayer” at the Whitehouse. He later celebrated the Islamic holy day  Ramadan at the  
         Whitehouse, calling special attention to two new members of Congress of the Islamic faith.  
     6. Pres. Obama had the Christian cross and the Latin HIS symbol for Christ covered over on the stage he spoke on for his speech at  
         Gaston Hall at Georgetown University. 
     7. Members of his family are Muslim. He grew up in three Muslim countries. He stated, “I have known Islam on three continents.”  
         He attended a Muslim school in Indonesia where his nationality is written on records there as “Indonesian” and his faith as “Islam.”  
         He stated that living in those three countries “guides my convictions.”  
     8. He praises Islam publically and regularly quotes what he calls “the holy Qur’an,” doing so using very good Arabic. On one  
         occassion he stated, “I will stand with the Muslim world should the political winds shift in an ugly direction.” 
     9. He has given American tax dollars to openly anti-Israel leaders, including 1.8 billion dollars to Mohammed Morsi of Egypt (now  
         deposed) and the Islamic Brotherhood. Not long ago 440 million dollars was budgeted for the HAMAS-led Palestinian Authority at  
         war with Israel in July 2014. Israel has also received much aid from the U.S., as do others. 
     10. He has been photographed dressed in traditional Muslim garb. 
     11. Charles Bolden, top Administrator at NASA was told by Pres. Obama to make his first priority “Muslim outreach.” 
     12. Pres. Obama supported the building of a Mosque at Ground Zero of the 911 attacks in New York City. He made this    
           announcement at the first Ramadan dinner at the Whitehouse. 
     13. Pres. Obama saw to it that the burial at sea of Osama bin Laden was according to Islamic tradition, a 45-min funeral. 
     14. Golf buddy and head of Comcast Brian Roberts broadcasts Al Jazeera but will not carry conservative shows like Glen Beck’s The  
           Blaze. Comcast and Time Warner have merged into a huge controlling media "beast." 
     15. Pres. Obama released five senior Muslim terrorists in trade for a single U.S. deserter convicted by the U.S. Military. 
     16. Pres. Obama signed a nuclear deal with the terrorist nation of Iran - the "deal with death," doing so on the very day (Nisan 13,  
           our April 2) when evil Haman (ancient Persian Regent for the King) signed a deal to eliminate the Jews anciently. This modern  
           terrorist nation has openly stated that they desire the destruction of Israel. Days later Russia made an agreement to deliver anti- 
           missile technology to Iran. It was Esther who led a three-day fast with all Israel to help deliver her people from the evil designs of  
           Haman. Israel's deliverance anciently is now celebrated as Purim.  
    17. On the night of the Supreme Court decision (June 26, 2015) redefining marriage and forcing all 50 states to perform them for gay  
          couples, he had the Whitehouse lit up in the six colors of the gay pride rainbow. A total of 19 U.S. landmarks also did this. Just  
          after he took office in 2009, he proclaimed June 1, “Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual and Transgender Pride month.” June 1st was the 40th  
          anniversary of the Stonewall Inn riots, marking the beginning of LGBT activism in the U.S.  


